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ENTERPRISE 1 

 

Unit 11  All’s Well that Ends Well 

Grammar:  past simple, joining sentences, prepositions of  movement, adjectives, adverbs 

Vocabulary:  feelings and reactions, danger and emergencies 

 Skills:   telling a story, reporting emergencies, sequence of events 

 
Unit 12  See New Places, Meet New Faces 

 Grammar:  comparisons, quite, too, very, much 

 Vocabulary:  towns, cities, transport, holidays 

Skills:  article about LA, Stratford-upon-Avon, geography quiz, deciding on a hotel, making comments, 

suggestions, description of your town 

 

Unit 13  Time will Tell   

 Grammar:  be going to, will, present continuous, it/there will be 

 Vocabulary: future plans, intentions, arrangements, future predictions  

Skills:  letter to a friend about summer plans, horoscopes, asking for personal information, tomorrow’s 

weather forecast, accepting / refusing invitations 

 

2. félév 

 
Unit 14  Dos and Don’ts 

 Grammar:  should/shouldn’t, must/mustn’t, can – permission, can't – refusing permission 

 Vocabulary:  the environment, health tips, house rules, school rules 

Skills: leaflet giving advice on how to protect the environment, tip for travellers, advice about healthy 

living, house rules giving advice, giving/refusing permission, expressing obligation/prohibition 

 
Unit 15  Take a Break 

 Grammar:  present perfect, revision of all tenses 

 Vocabulary:  holidays, sightseeing, describing a city 

Skills:  letter to a friend, tipping in America, meeting a friend abroad, telephone conversation 

identifying correct responses, making a reservation, buying souvenirs, inviting sy out 

 

 

ENTERPRISE 2 

 

Unit 1 People around the world 

Grammar: Present Simple, Present Continuous,  

Vocabulary:  people's physical appearance/ character; jobs; everyday activities; colours; describing places 

Skills:  

letter describing a holiday resort; talking about members of your family; describing people; welcoming people 

writing an article about a country and its people 

 

Unit 2 Night and day 

Grammar: Present Simple; adverbs of frequency; Past Simple; used to 

Vocabulary:  daily routines; telling the time; school subjects 

Skills:  

talking about a school timetable, people's daily routines; agreeing- disagreeing; writing letter to a new penfriend, 

article about someone's lifestyle and how it has changed 

  

Május 

Unit 3 Shop till you drop! 

Grammar: order of adjectives; making comparisons 

Vocabulary:  shops and shopping; shapes 

Skills:  

article about shopping in Paris, and Harrods; talking about shopping facilities in a place, and a big department 

store; describing lost properties; asking about prices, polite requests / offers; letter to a lost property office 

 

Unit 4 Days to remember 

Grammar: Past Simple, Past Continuous; adjectives; adverbs; joining sentences 

Vocabulary:  feelings and reactions 

Skills:  stories; sounds; sequence of events; telling a story; witness' report; Beginning/ ending of a story 

 


